Benevolent Order of Scurrilious Monks
Abbot's Report
Summer Solstice 2020

This short Report opens with an excerpt from our
official astrologer's “Celestial Events of June”:
Happy New Moon of June ! New Moon in Cancer
00°21' Sunday 21 June at 1:21 am
Very powerful New Moon, as it occurs in the
Summer Solstice degree. Esoterically: "A radical
change of allegiance exteriorized in a symbolic act:
a point of no return."

Hard Times for Rennies
Working at renaissance faires two days a week for
six months a year has provided marginal livings for
many of us but it's a risky business. There's not
much room for error. At the end of the winter,
often, there is barely enough money left over to
travel to the first show of the season. When one's
first show of the season is plagued with rainy
weather, vehicular breakdowns or botched
promotions, one is apt to find one's self in rennie
hell. Hundreds of professional festival workers start
their seasons every year at the Florida Renaissance
Festival near Deerfield Beach. FLARF opened on
February 8 this year and they expected to run for
seven weekends. Due to the Covid 19 plannedemic,
the show was forced to shut down after its fifth
weekend. Whoops. Many participants had been
counting on making enough money during the
show's last two weekends to get out of town and to
travel to their next show. Not only did they not
have enough money to get out of Florida, in most
cases, their next shows had also been canceled.
Congratulations and praise go out to FLARF
manager Bobby Rodriguez and his staff who did
everything they could to make the situation less
awful for those in trouble. The Tennessee
Renaissance Festival canceled its 2020 season. The
Sterling Renaissance Faire, near Fairhaven, New
York, was planning to open in 2020 but they
changed their minds at the end of May and they
canceled. Closer to New York City, The New York
Renaissance Faire will also not be opening in 2020.
The Bristol Renaissance Faire, in Wisconsin, won't
be opening in 2020 either. The Colorado
Renaissance Festival usually runs in June and July
but they've postponed their 2020 season and they
are planning to open this year in early August. What
could go wrong? The North Dakota Renaissance

Festival, which had shut down in 2019 after
completing only two weekends of their planned 8
weekend inaugural season, canceled plans to re
open in 2020. The Siouxland Renaissance Festival
in South Dakota is also not opening in 2020. And
so it goes, all over the country. The Minnesota
Renaissance Festival is planning to open in 2020 for
their 50th annual season but they are, once again,
claiming that this will be their last year in their
original location. The landowners want the silica
sand underneath the festival more than they want
the festival. Mid America Festivals has purchased
150 acres near the Scott County Fairgrounds and
they plan to move there in 2021. Not surprisingly,
there has been some opposition from local residents.
Our Abbot has not set foot on a renaissance faire in
the past four years. There's a big problem with
giving a bunch of rennies a year or two off.
Packing up and moving four or five times a year is
difficult. Staying at home, where there is hot and
cold running water, is oh so much easier. Many of
us will be forced to seek out alternative sources of
income. Once a rennie gets used to having a
mailbox, a flushing toilet and a regular paycheck, it
can be very difficult to go back to a life on the road.
Many will reach a point of no return.

Abbot Bemoans Lousy Storytelling
2020 has been a year for false narratives. Most of
our information has been contaminated with
misinformation and disinformation. Traditionally,
the mainstream media has been able to fool most of
the people most of the time by repeating their big
lies day after day. A few months ago, our Abbot
actually heard a newsman repeat the old lie about
Lee Harvey Oswald having assassinated President
Kennedy! The good news is that the big lies aren't
working as well as they used to. An unintended(?)
consequence of the 2020 shutdown has been that the
public has had more time and leisure to explore
alternative news sources. Many of those sources
have pointed out that the likelihood of the Carona
virus having originated in a Chinese open air market
when a fresh fish was contaminated with bat blood
is fairly low. The Lee Harvey Fishmonger story
stinks to high heaven. The dweeb who came up
with that one ought to have his storyteller's license
revoked. There is plenty of evidence to suggest that

various strains of the Carona virus are genetically
engineered biological weapons. There are multiple
suspects with multiple mysterious motives and
agendas. Some of the psychopaths may be revealed
next month.

The Unveiling Continues
The second half of 2020 may bring revelations and
disclosures. The Benevolent Order's official
astrologer, Brother Francis (David Doyle), has been
casting Pearls of Wisdom before our porcine Abbot
for many years. We recently received “Celestial
Events of July”. Here is a short excerpt that gives
us something to dread or something to look forward
to some time around French Independence Day:
Mars aligns with Chiron of the Centaurs
Tuesday 14 July at 4:08 am ***This brings us to
the point of seeing in full bloom now, that which
was hidden in the beginning, as a seed underground
just sprouting. On 13 January 2020, the Earth and
Sun, Mercury, Saturn, and Pluto were aligned; and
the first hidden cases of COVID-19 arrived in the
USA.
Our Abbot has been expecting more revelations for
the past several years. There is much that is hidden.
Satanic practitioners of black majick have been able
to delay and stretch out the time of the unveiling but
the rubber band has broken and it is now snapping
back rapidly. Time seems to be moving faster.
Many revelations and disclosures that have been
delayed may all be coming at once. More than
5,000 top secret patents could be declassified. The
masses might learn about:
Antigravitic flying vehicles, large and small
Free energy devices
GESARA debt jubilee and Universal Basic
Income

Technologies capable of cleaning our
oceans, lakes and streams
Neutralization of radiation
Telepathic communication
Available cures for every incurable disease
Nanobots and nanochips
Advanced prehistoric civilizations
Giants
Deep Underground and Undersea Military
Bases and cities
Supersonic Underground railways
Secret bases in Antarctica
Secret Space Programs with off world bases
Interstellar travel
More intelligent life on other planets
The theft of many trillions of dollars
perpetrated by large banks
The end of Federal Reserve Notes and
petrodollars
Revaluation of all currencies based upon
precious metals
Prosecution of murderers of 9/11/2001
Prosecution of murderers of 3/11/2011
(Fukushima)
Human trafficking, slavery and organ
marketing
Ritual child sacrifice and torture
Adrenochrome
Teleportation
The complicity of the media in keeping all
of these things secret from the Luddites
Some people are likely to be angry when they find
out that their chronic pains could have been
eliminated years ago, that their children didn't have
to die or that their tax dollars have been paying for
luxurious underground cities that they were never
meant to know about. It will be interesting to see
how the elites will spin these stories. Our Abbot
loves a good story. His stated goal for 2020 is to
buy a cornerstone that says, “MMXX”. In conclusion,
Brother Ted the Head (Ted King) died. RIP Ted

